Spelling Skill More VCCV Pattern

Grammar Skill Using Exact Adjectives

ANNOTATED
VERSION

Correct two sentences each day.
1. The Bird is yelow and green.
2. my sister gave me a sillver ring.
3. The garrden is small and pretty
4. We gether sweet strawberrys there.
5. Did you see the nummber on that boat.
6. The boats’ ingine was loud and annoying.
7. the rockit shot red streamers into the air
8. The man throwed the pakage the seeds, and the
hat on the table.

10. The yard were long and narow.
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9. The womans aperon was old and patched.
TRANSPARENCY F4–4

THEME 4 Focus on Poetry

Daily Language Practice

Spelling Skill More VCCV Pattern

Grammar Skill Using Exact Adjectives

Correct two sentences each day.
1. The Bird is yelow and green.
The bird is yellow and green.

2. my sister gave me a sillver ring.
My sister gave me a silver ring.

3. The garrden is small and pretty

ANNOTATED
VERSION

The garden is small and pretty.

4. We gether sweet strawberrys there.
We gather sweet strawberries there.

5. Did you see the nummber on that boat.
Did you see the number on that boat?

6. The boats’ ingine was loud and annoying.
The boat’s engine was loud and annoying.

7. the rockit shot red streamers into the air
The rocket shot red streamers into the air.

8. The man throwed the pakage the seeds, and the
hat on the table.
The man threw the package, the seeds, and the hat on the table.
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The woman’s apron was old and patched.

10. The yard were long and narow.
The yard was long and narrow.
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9. The womans aperon was old and patched.
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